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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY

ETHICS CENTER

CLINICAL ETHICS
INTENSIVE BEGINS
IN JANUARY
The first offering of Loma Linda University's annual Clinical Intensive in Biomedical Ethics will begin January 9. A
number of well-qualified applicants have
already been accepted for the eightweek course that will be limited to a
dozen particpants; however, there are
still a few openings in the program.
Anyone who is interested in applying
should contact Gwen Utt at the Ethics
Center (714/824-4956) for information
~md application materials as soon as
)ssible.
Gerald Winslow, Professor of Christian
Ethics at LLU, will be directing the seminar that will provide eight quarter units of
graduate credit. He indicates that the list
of participants now includes a graduate
student in philosophy, a professor of law,
a health care administrator, a nurse who
plans a career in bioethics consultation,
a professor of ethics, and a student
preparing to enter medical school. These
persons will come to Loma Linda with
diverse religious and philosophical views.
The Clinical Intensive in Biomedical
Ethics (CIBE) will combine observations
in the University Medical Center with
readings and seminar discussions. It will
provide an intense introducton to the
theories and applications of biomedical
ethics in the setting of a large hospital.
The faculty for the seminar will be drawn
from the university's resources as well
as from surrounding institutions.
The Advisory Committee for CIBE includes Lyn Behrens, Theodore Mackett,
Joyce Peabody, Elmar Sakal a and
Kenneth Vine of LLU as well as Joseph
Hough, Jr. (Claremont Graduate School),
Karen Lebacqz (Pacific School of Relion), June O'Connor (University of
,Jalifornia at Riverside), and J. Wesley
Robb (University of Southern California).

International Abortion Conference
Convenes November 14-16
"Abortion: Ethical Issues and Options,"
an international conference sponsored
by LLU's Ethics Center concentrating
upon alternatives available to Seventhday Adventist individuals and institutions,
will convene between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. in the Campus Chapel of the Loma
Linda University Church on November
14, 15, and 16. Interested observers will
be welcomed with no charge for
admission.
The purpose of this conference is to
discuss presentations from which manuscripts will be subsequently selected for
publication in a book that will exhibit the
differing views within the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination regarding the
practice of abortion. The Pacific Press
Publishing Association, a denominational
firm in Boise, Idaho, has expressed an
interest in printing the anthology.

LLU ESTABLISHES
STAHL FUND
Financial contributions are now being
solicited by Charles Teel, Jr. and LLU 's
School of Religion for an endowment
fund of $100 thousand that will honor the
contributions of Fernando and Ana Stahl.
Near the turn of the century this couple
worked among the Incas ofthe highlands
of Peru and Bolivia. The investment
income from this endowment will be
used to preserve the memory of the
Stahls in South America and North
America as well as to encourage international service among the students and
faculties of the university. The establishment of this fund is an initial step toward
~he development of an institute for international service that will possess specialized faculties, libraries, museums and
publications, according to Kenneth Vine,
dean of the School of Religion.
continued on page 2

No attempt will be made at the conference to reach a consensus regarding
the morality of abortion. Neither will the
conference seek to formulate recommendations to Seventh-day Adventism's
leaders regarding this matter. Instead,
the sessions ofthe conference will enable
thoughtful and qualified Seventh-day
Adventists from around the world who
have differing views regarding abortion
to speak and to listen to each other in an
atmosphere of Christian candor and
cordiality. These exchanges will enable
presenters to revise their manuscripts
before submitting their essays for publication if they desire to do so. The
conference is organized on the assumption that Christians who disagree regarding important matters can learn from
each other in such settings.
The conference 's presenters will explore the ethical disputes that surround
the practice of abortion from a variety of
perspectives (conservative, moderate,
liberal) and with a diversity of professional specializations (medical, historical,
theological). The presenters will also
reflect their differing cultural backgrounds.
Approximately 60 offical delegates will
participate in the conference's proceedings. Most of these will travel to Loma
Linda from various parts of the United
States. Other delegates will come from
nations including Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Denmark, England, Germany,
Jamaica, New Zealand and Yugoslavia.
David Larson, the Ethics Center's
director, will speak at the worship services of the Loma Linda University
Church on Saturday, November 12. His
sermon, which will be based on the
fourteenth chapter of the apostle Paul's
letter to the Christians at ancient Rome,
will be entitled: "The Abortion Conference: What to Expect, What Not to Expect,
and Why There is a Difference."

A Letter

More on Ethics and Aging
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Dear Editors:
I would like to share some thoughts
with you, from my very different perspective, about the issue of medical care for
the elderly in the context of medical
resource allocation.
Medical ethicists may often argue their
cases from a position of relative abundance. But who made the decision to ·
allow them to have those resources to
play with in the first place? Somebody
had to make the decision to buy dialysis
machines and fund their purchase before
their use could be debated. Intensive
care units with the latest in life-support
systems had to be built before anyone
could argue over which patients get to
use them. I suggest that the decisionpoints came long before the impending
deaths over which the ethics committee
agonizes.
Is the medical community really selfserving when it pursues methods of
health care that are aimed at financial
reward and continuation of the status
quo for the system? Is this how resources
are, in effect, allocated? Do the decisionpoints for patient care really revolve
around financial stability for the healthcare provider? Do rich people argue
about ethics while poor people cannot
even be involved in the argument?
There is also another aspect to the
problem. Of the commonest causes of
death in this country, over half are potentially postponable through changes in
lifestyle, not necessarily through lastditch medical heroics. But how often do
we consider the latter measures in planning our treatment? The technologic
heroics may provide more resources to
the entrenched medical community than
mundane preventive medical efforts.
Long range planning might even (perish
the thought!) lessen the resources committed to the ever-increasing cadre of
surgeons in this country. The "cut and
pay" system works far better than the
"think and pay" or "counsel and pay"
systems.
I am caught up in last-ditch efforts as
well. We are currently completing a projectto determine what injury patterns are
produced by .38 caliber bullets so that
potential disabilities resulting from police
actions might be lessened. But who is
concerned that firearm injuries (totally
preventable) constitute the eighth leading

cause of death in this country? As the
most violent society on earth, we are
willing to accept these deaths and argue
about consequences rather than causes.
Decisions to engage in risk-taking
behaviors made incrementally over a
lifetime lead to difficult momentary ethical
problems near the end of life. Perhaps
more thought should be given to modification ofthe long-term behaviors than to
last-minute patch jobs. Perhaps the recognition of operative behaviors in patients
should modify allocation of treatment
resources.
I believe that the problem of care for
the elderly should be considered in a
wider context. Lifestyles and risk-taking
behaviors create many problems at all
ages. Medical care does not exist solely
for one group of patients.
But who decides? Physicians and
hospital administrators have a personal
(financial) stake in the outcome. Should
decisions be left to them? Physicians
fight any threat to their independence
and freedom of action. But most nations
of Western Europe with more centralized
and comprehensive health-care systems
have greater longevity. Who's winning?
Sincerely yours,
Edward C. Klatt, M.D.
Chief of Autopsy, LAC-USC Medical
Center and Deputy Medical Examiner,
County of Los Angeles

STAHL FUND (continued}
Although the establishment of the Stahl
Fund is not a project of LLU's Ethics
Center, there is a co-operative relationship between the two. "Just as the School
of Religion helped the Ethics Center get
started," says its director David Larson,
"so now, and rightly so, the Ethics Center
is helping the Stahl Fund become established. These different projects may
appeal to different constituencies, but
they are both natural, even necessary,
extensions of our university's mission."
The Ethics Center is contributing office
space, computer time and personnel to
the Stahl Fund until it is financially selfreliant. The Stahl Fund is making similar
"in-kind" contributions to the Ethics
Center.

Charles Teel, Jr., chairman of the
Ethics Department of LLU's School f
Religion, conceived this project aft
being reminded in South America in the
summer of 1987 by a Roman Catholic
priest that Fernando and Ana Stahl, who
financed their own efforts among the
Incas, deserve to be fondly remembered
as "missionaries, visionaries and revolutionaries." Upon his return to the United
States, Teel's research led to the discovery that the work of the Stahls in
South America has been favorably reviewed in doctoral dissertations at severalleading institutions: Yale University,
the University of Colorado and the University of Utrecht among them. In December of 1987, Teel returned to Peru
where he continued his research for a
book regarding the social history of the
region in which the Stahls worked that
will emphasize their contributions.
Teel is discovering that, even though
they are no longer frequently mentioned
in Seventh-day Adventist circles, Fernando and Ana Stahl have honored
places in the memories of politicians and
scholars on three continents with a
variety of religious and philosophical
views. He is persuaded that it would be
unfortunate if those who knew the Stahls
best forgot them, as well as the man
others who have made similar contributions, at the very moment when they are
being remembered by others.
"To tell the romantic story ofthe Broken
Stone Mission, for example," Teel declares, "is an appropriate beginning. Yet
what will inspire our children even more
than the romance of such a story is
evidence of the dramatic, indeed revolutionary, social and spiritual consequences of teaching an oppressed people to
read, and opening up a social system."
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iTOBACCO TAXES: ARE THEY MORAL?
Throughout much of 1988 Californians considered a proposal to increase the
cigarette taxes from 10 cents to 35 cents a pack. Spearheading the initiative was the
California Coalition for a Healthy California, the three primary members of which were
the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association and the American Lung
Association in California. The Coalition was led by W. James Nethery, a specialist in
prosthetics at Loma Linda University.
Because the morality of taxing tobacco to finance medical care and other services will
continue to be discussed throughout the world regardless of the November vote in
California, three selections from the debate are here presented. Readers who delight in
the ironies of human history will notice that in the 1960s Professor Earl Aagaard
participated in public protests against the tobacco industries while a student at Pacific
Union College. Now he opposes the 1988 Tobacco Tax Initiative. In the 1960s, while he
was a graduate 'student at Boston and Harvard universities, Professor Charles Teel, Jr.
reprimanded the students of Pacific Union College in a letter to the campus newspaper
for marching against the evils of tobacco. Now he has changed his viewpoint. He favors
the 1988 Tobacco Tax Initiative.

THE TOBACCO TAX
AND HEALTH PROTECTION
ACT OF 1988
By the
Coalition for a Healthy California
5858 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0926
The Tobacco Tax Initiative is a proposal which will appear on
the November, 1988, ballot to increase the state tax on cigarettes
from 10 cents to 35 cents per pack, and to tax other tobacco
products as well. The 25 cent tax increase is a tax only smokers
will pay. It will raise an estimated $650 million in revenues which
will pay for programs to teach children the dangers of tobacco,
provide medical care for some who cannot afford it, conduct
research into tobacco-related diseases, improve fire protection,
and restore and protect the environment.
This initiative does not punish smokers. They do have a right to
smoke, but they also have a responsibility. It does not tell smokers
where or when to smoke, or even to stop. It simply requires those
who smoke to pay their fair share of the costs to society that result
from their habit. The medical bill for treatment of tobacco-related
diseases in California is over $6 billion annually.
Alcohol consumption is a serious problem, but tobacco use is
the single most preventable cause of death in the United States.
According to the Surgeon General's Report of March, 1988,
smoking kills more people each year than heroin, cocaine,
alcohol, AIDS, fires, homicides, and suicides combined.
The Attorney General's office has projected the annual tax
~evenue to be $650 million, if the initiative passes. The Initiative
. ::itates that the funds will be deposited according to the following
formula:

1. Twenty percent in the Health Education Account. $130 million
will go to educating young people and adults about the dangers of
tobacco use.
2. Thirty-five percent in the Hospital Services Account.
3. Ten percent in the Physician Services Account. The hospital
and physician accounts combine to generate $292.5 million.
These funds will be used to cover hospital and medical costs for
people who cannot afford care and have no other health care
coverage.
4. Five percent in the Research Account. $32.5 million will go to
research to cure cancer, lung, and heart disease and other
tobacco-related diseases.
5. Five percent in the Public Resources Account. $32.5 million
will improve parks, protect fish and wildlife areas, and assist fire
prevention efforts.
6. Twenty-five percent in the Unallocated Account. These funds
will be allocated among the five divisions above. The legislature
will then determine by a majority vote how the money in each

"Smoking kills more people each year
than heroin, cocaine, alcohol, AIDS, fires,
homocides, and suicides combined."
account will be appropriated consistent with the requirements for
each account.
Money can be appropriated from each account only for
purposes consistent with the initiative. Should the legislature seek
to spend money from an account for unlawful purposes, it will be
slapped with an injunction.
The legislature has limited control over 25 percent of the funds.
This adds flexibility and allows the legislature to respond to
constantly changing needs and priorities. Even with this flexibility,
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however, these funds can only be used to supplement the
programs approved by the initiative.
Studies have shown that a ten percent price increase leads to a
14 percent decrease in cigarette use among teenagers. So a 25
cents tax increase in California could discourage up to 100,000
children from smoking each year. Children are more sensitive to
price than confirmed adult smokers. Though some young people
manage to obtain expensive drugs such as cocaine and marijuana, it is a known fact that juvenile tobacco consumption
decreases as the cost escalates.

"This initiative does not punish smokers.
It simply requires those who smoke to
pay their fair share."
The tobacco companies are very worried about youth education
programs because they recruit 60 percent of new smokers from
elementary and junior high schools. Tobacco tax revenues will not
replace funding for basic education.
Everyone benefits from the money appropriated for medical
care and hospitals. Tobacco tax funds will keep trauma centers,
emergency rooms and hospitals open. Seven out of 23 trauma
centers have closed in Los Angeles and the busiest private
hospital emergency room serving the central city has drastically
curtailed its services. An estimated two-thirds of ·the money
allocated to hospitals will help cover costs of treating smokers
unable to afford medical care. Without tobacco tax revenues, the
delivery of care to such persons will be reduced dramatically, or
be paid for by either additional charges to patients, higher taxes for
everyone, or a combination of both. The Tobacco Tax Initiative is
the only alternative.
County health systems treat the majority of patients who can't
afford medical care, so these systems will receive a significant
portion of the funds. However, the funds will be available for any
private and public hospitals for the "treatment of hospital patients
who cannot afford to pay for that treatment and for whom payment
for hospital services will not be made through private coverage or
by any program funded in whole or in part by the federal
government. "
Most insurance companies build the costs of treating tobaccorelated diseases into the premiums of all policy holders. Reducing
a major health risk factor like smoking will, over time, help to
reduce or stabilize health insurance premiums.

"Tobacco companies recruit 60 percent
of new smokers from elementary and
junior high schools."
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The funding for wildlife protection and restoring of parks and
recreation areas is a hidden beauty of the initiative. Tobaccousers enjoy the outdoors as much as the next person, but they
contribute more than their fair share of litter and damage to our
environment through fire. Applying a portion of the tobacco tax to
environmental improvement is appropriate.
California's current tax on cigarettes is 10 cents per pack.
Washington's tax is 31 cents, Oregon's is 27 cents, Nevada's is 20
cents, and Arizona's is 15 cents. By the tobacco companies' own

reasoning, these states should be experiencing bootlegging
problems because of the current tax differential and California'
low tax. They are not. And if California's tax does become 35 cent
per pack, the differential will still be in the same range it is currently.
The reason the California School Boards Association and the
California Association of School Health Educators support the 25
cent tax increase is that there is not enough early education to do
the job. To quote the introduction to Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop's report on nicotine addiction " ... we also must take steps to
prevent young people from beginning to smoke. First, we must
insure that every child in every school in this country is educated
as to the health risks and the addictive nature of tobacco use."
Approximately 25 percent of all Californians smoke, according
to the March 1988 Gallup Poll on California health care. This is 6
percent lower than the national average. However, the state
average is actually up from 24 percent in 1986, with a 7 percent
increase among college graduates. This leveling off of smoking
rates is a major problem which is addressed by the Tobacco Tax
Initiative.
Ours is a grassroots campaign put together by voluntary health
organizations like the Lung Association and Cancer Society,
physicians, nurses, and hospital people who deal with the tragedy
of tobacco-related disease every day.
Our campaign will answer the question: which is more important
to California voters, tobacco company profits or people's health?

WHY I OPPOSE THE
TOBACCO TAX INITIATIVE
By
Earl M. J. Aagaard
Biology Department
Pacific Union College
All who recognize the evil effects of tobacco use applaud every
legitimate attemptto reduce it. It is disheartening that the Tobacco
Tax and Health Education Act of 1988 (TT and HEAl has been
written in such a way that I must oppose it on principle. However,
the issue is of such importance to each of us that I urge every
citizen to reject this initiative. To flout the principle involved is to
risk the loss of one of our basic protections against the tyranny of
the majority over a minority.
Our society has assumed certain responsibilities for its members, the costs to be borne by the citizenry at large in the form of
taxes. Education is one example; parklands, police and fire
protection are others. These services benefit society as a whole,
and all citizens are taxed to provide them. An alternate means of
funding is the "user fee," where consumers of the service are
taxed to cover the cost of providing it. California's roads and
highways were funded in this way via a tax on gasoline sales at
one time. If we move away from one of these two means of
government funding (either taxes on the citizenry at large, or user
fees), we open a Pandora's box of potential abuse by which
unfavored groups can be taxed out of existence at the whim of the
legislature.
It is with this concern that I have examined the TT and HEA.
Obviously, the proposal is not a general tax on the whole

....

o

population. I have concluded to my sorrow, that the mandated use
most of the funds to be generated cannot be forced into the
J>igeon-hole marked "user fee" either. In order to fit there, the
money must be used to relieve the non-smoking majority of the
costs attendant upon the smoker's choice to indulge his habit.
These costs would include subsidies to tobacco growers and
research into tobacco-related diseases and treatment of their
victims.
Of the six accounts in the proposed Cigarette and Tobacco
Products Surtax Fund, the largest share of the money will go to the
Hospital Services Account and the Physicians' Services Account.
Neither of these funds addresses the results of tobacco use in any
direct way whatsoever. Medical care for the indigent is a "societal
good," which the majority voted for and supports. It is wrong (and
dangerous to individuals and to society) to tax one class of citizens

~f

"What if dairy products were taxed for
education about heart disease? Or small
churches for warning about cults?"

(j
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to support a program benefiting all of us. Were the expenditures
limited to those diseases most closely associated with tobacco
use, a case might be made for this being a userfee. Unfortunately,
the Act was not worded in this way (and the Public Resources
Account suffers from the same problem).
It is with the Health Education Account that the temptation to
violate principle becomes strongest. What could be more fitting
than that tobacco users fund an effort to prevent the addiction of
ur children? However, it is exactly here that an appeal to principle
is most important. Society as a whole, along with the individuals
concerned, reaps the benefit of a diminishing number of smokers
(along with the individuals concerned), and society as a whole
should pay the bill. We are tempted in this case because of our
distaste for tobacco use, but what if dairy products were taxed for
education about heart disease? Or abortions for sex education?
Or hunting licenses for gun control? Or gay bars for AIDS
research? Or all small churches far warning about cults? Or

"Neither of these funds addresses the
results of tobacco use in any direct way."
medicines generally for drug abuse prevention? Some examples
will be rejected out of hand, but others tempt us to shout "RIGHT
ON!" Each of us will react differently to any list presented, and that

"We must be scrupulous to err on the
side of liberty."
is the danger. We must be scrupulous to err on the side of liberty in
this matter, lest our ox be gored when the makeup of the
legislature changes. No class of citizens, however unpopular at
the moment, must be denied equal protection under the law. In this
)rinciple is the only protection each of us has against the rest of
our fellow-citizens.
The Research Account is the only one which unequivocally

passes the test of a user fee. Current levels of research in the
areas addressed would hardly be necessary were it not for
widespread tobacco use, so that tax money paid by toabcco users
is easily seen to be a partial offset of the costs that society bears
because of their indulgence. I sincerely wish that all of the
proceeds of the proposed tax were to be earmarked for research
on tobacco-related diseases.
I would love to be passing petitions for this Act. When I was in
college in the '60s my classmates and I marched againsttobacco

"It is disheartening that I must oppose it
on principle."
with signs and banners, songs and slogans. I would cheerfully
march again if my conscience would let me. But the American
Revolution was triggered by unjust taxation, and the principle is
too important to be ignored, no matter how attractive the case that
is made. Lines that we cross to act against an unpopular minority
will soon be obliterated entirely, leaving each of us without
protection. In order to have any claim to legitimacy, taxes must be
levied against al/ citizens, or be in the form of user fees. The
Tobacco Tax and Health Protection Act of 1988 does not meet
these criteria. As currently written, it is not worthy of our support.

WHY I FAVOR THE
TOBACCO TAX INITIATIVE
By Charles Teel, Jr.
Ethics Department
Lorna Linda University
My religious heritage produced preachers and hymn writers
who damned "nasty nicotine" not only as a personal vice but as a
national menace. The moral fabric of societal institutions, no less
than that of individual souls, was threatened by "that filthy weed."
A negative experience with hand-rolled cigarettes made of corn
husks and indulged in behind the proverbial family barn led this
preacher's son to willingly-even enthusiastically-sign the total
abstinence pledge at age twelve.
But when I became an adult I put away childish things. Graduate
school in the heady New England ofthe 1960s seemed a long way
from church school in the parochial Loma Linda of the 1950s.
While I don't recall reneging on my abstinence pledge, such
expressions of personal morality seemed to diminish in importance; it was time to demonstrate against "clear-cut" violations
of social morality like racism, war, and imperialism. When Walter
Cronkite announced to the world during these tumultuous '60s that
my undergraduate college had staged "a different demonstration
of sorts" against the vice of tobacco use, I cringed. The result: a
stern letter to the editor of my college newspaper admonishing the
saints that it was time they expanded their list of concerns to
include issues of social as well as personal ethics.
I was wrong. The preachers and hymn writers were right. The
tobacco issue is not merely a problem for personal ethics; it is
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also a matter of public policy.
1. Tobacco is a matter of public policy because air and
environment are communal resources. The community must
participate in formulating ground rules that determine what is
responsible use-and irresponsible abuse-of that which is
shared by all, be it our venerable Boston Common or our
university dining commons or our national parks. Loma Linda
University can take some pride in the fact that the regulation of
smoking on commerical airlines was given an initial boost by one
of its own, Dr. Richard Walden of the School of Public Health, back
in the '60s. And now public opinion supports such decisive action
across the board. Eighty-seven precent of Americans, smokers
and non-smokers alike, now believe companies should either
totally ban smoking at work or restrict it to designated areas.

"The prime beneficiaries if Proposition
99 passes will be the taxpayers of
California."
Forty-seven percent of teenagers support a nationwide ban on
tobacco sales. And 68 percent of Californians favor the provisions
of a proposed initiative which would increase the tax on cigarettes
and devote the revenues to alleviating the social costs of smoking.
2. Tobacco is a matter of public policy because this country is
now beginning to define health care as a public priority. To be
sure, this redefinition requires a cautious and measured pace in
order to ensure quality health care, yet it is clear that the equation
of quality health care and free enterprise and for-profit medicine
with the "American way of life" bespeaks an America of the past.
The public is clearly telling us that the way of life of the future is a
way of life in which health care costs are shared. And as the public
become shareholders in the enterprise of medicine and health
care delivery, it will be forced to make hard choices about which
health-impairing behaviors it will tolerate-and for which ones it
will pick up the tab. And it's quite a tab: ofthe total California health
care bill of $35.4 billion in 1983, it is estimated that $5.6 billion was
spent treating tobacco-related diseases. Nationally, middle-range
estimates put 1985 health care costs attributable to smoking at
$22 billion and lost productivity at $43 billion-a total of $65 billion,
or $2.17 for each pack of cigarettes sold. And whatever the cost,
Americans are unlikely to tolerate for long the unchecked practice
of a habit directly or indirectly responsible for almost one-fifth of all
U.S. deaths.
3. Tobacco is a matter of public policy not only because illness
inhibits our shared existence but because well ness enhances our
life together. Productivity in the work force increases dramatically
(around $345 per employee every year during the firstthree years

"Tobacco-related diseases are increasingly becoming class-ethnic diseases."
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and $224 during each of the fourth through tenth years) when
employees quit smoking. Consider these data: smokers use 50
percent more sick leave than other employees and their mortality
rate is twice that of other employees; smoking wastes six percent
of an employee's work time; smoking increases the cost of health
care for employees affected by "second-hand" smoke.
4. Tobacco is a matter of public policy because its use fosters

disability among those least able to bear it: poor people and
minorities. Tobacco-related diseases are increasingly becomin
class-ethnic diseases. Approximately 55 percent of all deaths
among blacks are caused by the major smoking-related diseases;
the comparable figure for whites is close to 30 percent. Current
incidence of lung cancer among blacks is 125 per 100,000;

"The medical bill for treatment of tobaccorelated diseases in California is over $6
billion annually."
among whites the incidence is 79 per 100,000. (What explains
these higher smoking rates? Minority populations thus have the
most to gain from attempts to discourage smoking and improve
the quality and delivery of health-care for smoking-related
illnesses.) Persons with annual incomes under $5,000 are nearly
25 percent more likely to smoke than those making $35,000 or
more; the figure is close to 29 percent for males. Similar
differences are obvious when it comes to employment: roughly 28
percent of male "white collar" workers smoke, as opposed to
around 43 percent of male "blue collar" workers, 41 percent of
males in the so-called "service" professions, and some 36
percent of those in farming. If one of the tasks of public policy is to
ensure that the needs of society's least-advantaged members are
met, and that society is not split by conflicts arising from the
inequitable distribution of burdens, then smoking must be a
concern of those charged with the formulation of public policy.
5. Tobacco is a matter of public policy because the United
States is a member of the world community. The decisions (
business and government policy-makers reach have an undeniable impact on our neighbors around the globe. The tobacco
magnates are wooing Third World consumers with sophisticated
advertising techniques that are yielding horrendous results. If, as a
recent study concluded, smoking "only five cigarettes a day in a
poor household in Bangladesh might lead to a monthly dietary

"Smoking must be a concern of those
charged with the formulation of public
policy."
deficit," then Americans committed to the health and prosperity of
all must ask themselves what stance they should adopt as they
confront the victimization of unsuspecting citizens of developing
countries by American corporations.
All of which brings us in California to Propositon 99 on our
November ballot, the Tobacco Tax and Health Protection Act of
1988, which would raise the tax on each pack of cigarettes from
ten cents to 35 cents. Three-quarters ofthe proceeds-estimated
at $300 million per year-would be devoted to furthering health
education programs (20 percent), health services (45 percent),
research (five percent), and public resources (five percent); the
remaining 25 percent would be allocated by the state legislature
among these four categories according to need.
Opponents of Proposition 99 are quick to point out that the
largest single chunk of the revenue generated is earmarked for
"special-interst groups" -persons and organizations involved in
providing and delivering health care. I confess that I would have
allocated the funds somewhat differently. I probably would have

increased the percentages devoted to health education and
'jeSearch. I am forced to acknowledge, however, that such a
evision reflects "special interests" of my own as an academic.

"I was wrong. The preachers and hymn
writers were right."
But the fact is, the prime beneficiaries if Proposition 99 passes
will be the taxpayers of California. The extent to which health-care
interests are, in this case, the interests of John Q. Public may be
seen upon an examination of the situation of non-reimbursed
indigent health-care costs. California hospital costs for charity
care, bad debts, and subsidy of the Medi-Cal and Medicare
programs exceeded $2 billion in 1987. Underfunding of county
hospitals has shifted state burdens onto a limited county tax base,
resulting in access barriers in overburdened facilities, gross
inattention to urgent capital needs, and the potential for widespread service reductions-not to mention closures-in the near
future.
Returning to the parochial womb: by the placid '50s-when God
was in Heaven, Dwight David Eisenhower was in the White
House, and all was well with Loma Linda (and, accordingly, the
world)-Seventh-day Adventists had for decades tended to live
under the illusion that they eschewed politics. But it had not always
been so. A century ago our pioneers vigorously voiced their
unpopular opposition to slavery and U.S. expansionism. More
recent forays into the political sphere have often been limited to
attempts to secure rights for ourselves, with far less concern
-" manifested for our national community.

For example, in the last decades of the 19th century, Adventists
displayed a zeal for the defeat of proposed Sunday closure
legislation that would have done the American Civil Liberties
Union proud. Subordinating their teetotaling alliances in favor of
"religious liberty principles," Adventists found themselves aligned
against their temperance allies (the Women 's Christian Temperance Union and the major Protestant church groups) and on the
side of such strange bedfellows as the saloon keepers, liquor
interests, and amusement park operators. They organized, published, lobbied, and got out the vote, with the result that some years
after the proposed Sunday bill failed in Congress, a Californiabased lobbyist for the bill singled them out for a compliment of
sorts-observing that 26 thousand California Adventists did more
lobbying than 26 million "Christians."
While I bridle at being excluded from Christendom (though I
recognize that limiting one's involvement in the political order to

"Nationally, estimates put 1985 costs
attributable to smoking at $2.17 for each
pack of cigarettes."
participation in self-serving causes invites such exclusions), I
celebrate even a backhanded compliment that acknowledges
vibrant activism on behalf of a worthy cause. While our modern
sophistication discourages us from enthusiastically belting outthe
temperance hymns of our forebears, my faint hope is that the
tobacco lobbyists have cause to voice a similar compliment
following the November vote on Proposition 99.

Loma Linda University
ETHICS CENTER

Summary of Accounts
June 30, 1988

Temporary Reserves
Operating Reserve (1241 )
Salary Reserve (1242)
Permanent Endowments
Endowment (1618)
Ladd Endowment (1637)
Operating Funds
Ethics Library (3832)
General Operating Expenses (3896)
Adventism and Ethics Series (3898)
Medicine and Society Cont. (B899)
Ethics Consulting Services (5794)
TOTALS

July 1,1987

Income

Expenses

June 30, 1988

$ 16,381 .64
20,420.65

$ 38,469.73
1,686.32

$ 27,500.00
14,500.00

$ 27,351.37
7,596.97

418,400.44
74,897.65

84,757.65
6,637.07

25,425.04*
3,000.00*

477,733.05
78,534.72

738.09
152.58
-1,541.00

10,064.82
73,084.92
11,075.00
8,042.21
4,000.00

5,640.47
68,664.39
10,315.70
3,963.33
8,000.00

4,424.35
5,158.62
911 .88
2,537.88
-4,000.00

$529,440.05

$237,817.72

$167,008.93

$600,248.84

'Dispersed Invested Income
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A Report

Anencephalic Infants as Organ Donors
Loma Linda University Medical Center's protocol for acquiring transplantable organs from dead anencephalic
infants was temporarily suspended in
August pending the outcome of two
commitments previously made to mothers carrying anencephalic babies and
the evaluation of the Medical Center's
experience with the twelve babies previously enrolled in the program. No other
new babies will be enrolled in the protocol at this time.
The protocol, established in December,
1987, after two years of study led by
James Walters, the Ethics Center's
associate director, was designed to
evaluate the possibility of using anencephalic infants as organ donors. It
was motivated by pleas from hundreds of
families of anencephalic infants who
wanted to turn their tragedy into something good, and by the need to increase
the numbers of organ donors in the
newborn age group.
Loma Linda University Medical Center's infant-heart transplant program and
other transplant programs across the

genital defect characterized by absence
of the cerebral hemispheres and the
bone and tissue that overlie them.
Traditionally, anencephalic infants
have been given only comfort care:
warmth, nutrition, and hydration as tolerated. In addition to comfort care,
LLUMC's anencephalic-infant donor pro-

"None of the 12 babies was able to donate solid organs."
tocol called for the babies to receive
artificial breathing support for a maximum
of seven days, to put oxygen in their
blood and to help keep their organs
healthy while studies were made to see if
the babies met brain-death criteria. The
Medical Center did not propose to
change brain-death criteria or the definition of brain death.
After six babies had been enrolled in
the program and only one of them met
legal brain-death criteria, the protocol
underwent a slight modification. Instead
of providing artificial breathing support

"A final decision regarding the future of the program will
be made after all the information is evaluated."
country have lost about half of the babies
accepted for transplantation because of
the shortage of organ donors. None of
the 12 babies enrolled in the Loma Linda
protocol was able to donate solid organs,
although corneas and heart valves were
donated after the babies died.
Anencephaly is a fatal disease. Infants
are either stillborn or die within a few
days of birth. Only extremely rare reports
exist of infants surviving past one month
of age. The condition represents a con-

ents who actively sought the modified
management option were accepted. The
parents' firm and free commitment to
participate was documented by a signed
consent. No one was asked to participate.
Parents who decided to participate were
given the option to stop treatment at any
time.

for the babies from birth, the respirator
was employed only when the health of
the babies' organs could be significantly
jeopardized by a slowing ofthe heart rate
and/or respiration. Only one of the next
six babies met brain-death criteria within
seven days. The solid organs could not
be used, and all the babies were returned
to customary comfort care until they
died.
Only the anencephalic offspring of
competent, informed, and voluntary par-

None of the 12 babies enrolled in the
protocol was born in Loma Linda. The
babies were referred to Loma Linda
University Medical Center from across
the nation-from community hospitals,
university medical centers, and one military hospital.
A wealth of data obtained from the
study is being prepared for the scientific
community. A final decision on the future
of the program will be made after all the
information is evaluated.
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